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lnstitutional Meetings Are HIP in DA
The following Frequently Asked Questions were compiled by the HIP Committee of the World Service Conference, which provides support to meetings for debtors in hospitals, institutions, and prisons.

usual routine, or as a chance to hear the

l. Why is a HIP meeting needed?
The purpose of a

DAmessage.
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debtors who are institutionalized and do

not have access to regular face-to-face

meetings.
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Hrpmeeting?
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The facility administrator may ask HIP
speakers to r:tum for another meeting,
or even possibly bring in a monthly or
weekly rneeting to the facility.
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2. What format does a HIP meeting
take?

12. Are there anv other restrictions on
who can scrve as a HIP spcaker?

A HIP meeting is generally a speaker
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rneeting?

It is best for DA members to have at
least 6 months of solvency and fwo
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meeting, as long as permission has been
granted by the faciliry
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pressure relief meetings before

speak-
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4. How are requests oo.nl
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A recovering debtor ought never

same
HIp

They are held in both private and
hospitals, and in both long-term
and short-term

public

care

wards.

9. At what types of prisons are

HIP
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wavsandmealsda@hgtmail'com.
Tent:
lf you are interested in submitting an article
to Ways & Means, take a look at previous
issuei to get a sense of the kinds of articles
we pubtish. The recommended tength for
articles is 400-800 words, although shorter
pieces are welcome too. Articles are usually
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Hrp meeting antl the facility where
takes

place?
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rhey are held in both short-term
ties, such as city and county jails, and
such as state

.
and
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with reoeral pnsons'
facil- 10. what feelings may arise when
care- speaking at a HIP meeting?
to speaking at a HIP meeting can be
regulations.
similar to speaking ur u ..frri* ne

Each meeting should have a responsible
contact person who stays in tou;h
the appropriate authoriiies at each
ity. HIP meetings should be very
ful to understand, respect, and adhere
all of the faciliry's
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Does rhc Htp meering provide
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Bringing in conference-approved DA
literature and informatio;;il ;
*
get in touch with DA
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parr of good rzth step""ii.
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compulsive debting. Ariicles focussing
on the steps and rraditions are particularly
tro"m

welcome, and we also appreciate jokes and
illustrations. We also have special sections
such as the Forum, which is for letters to
and the 12h step comer' which
a platform for updates about the
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meeting, but can differ in
those in attendance may be medicated
mentally unstable' or have
background' However, a DA
ing is something most attendees
forward to, either as a break from

;;;;t* about DA doings in their region and
a^criminal from
DA groups and individuals around the
meet-, world, lf you would like to inquire about the
look suitability of a particular topic for publication,
their feet free to contact the editor at:
waysandmeansda@hotmail.com.

